
No. Title Writer(s) Genre Logline Pages

1 8Y Eric Nemoto Comedy

A number and an alphabet follow a teenager to a

Paris café, a Native American forest, a street in

Oklahoma City, and then to the time when the

pyramids were built. Sounds weird? It is.

45

2 A Is For Appolonia Eric Nemoto Drama

When her mother has a stroke, law student Apple

Quizon returns to Hawaii and becomes a teacher

where among many challenges she must cross the

picket line in a teachers strike. 

134

3 Ali Vs. Louis Eric Nemoto Animation

The greatest boxer of all time, Muhammad Ali, the

Greatest, squares off with the ultimate puncher, the

Brown Bomber, Joe Louis, in the fantasy

heavyweight title fight of the ages.

120

4
Angel At The Other End Of         

The Parking Garage
Eric Nemoto Comedy

Career parking booth attendant Niles Gunk finds his

life changing when the new guy who takes over the

booth on the other side of the garage turns out to

be a young aspiring actress. 

110

5 Angels, Demons, And… Tony Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

After a man causes his best friend to lapse into a

coma after hypnotizing him, he is visited by angels

who tell him he is a Soul Saviour, a human chosen

by God to do battle with demons.

94

6 Another Shitty Day In Paradise Eric Nemoto Comedy

A cynical realtor takes clients on a tour of her

properties convinced it will lead to nothing, but

finds that not only will it might net her a sale but

she might also find happiness in her life.

109

7 A Nun In Attica Eric Nemoto Drama

A catholic nun, on a visit to counsel inmates in a

penitentiary, is raped by prisoners which leads to

her pregnancy and the agonizing decision of

whether to keep or abort the baby.

76

8 Bar Stories Eric Nemoto Drama

One night in a typical bar brings forth stories from

the patrons that emerge as comedy, drama, and

mystery, and are told in flashback until they morph

into the present.

112

9 Before The After Eric Nemoto Drama

Two men and a woman, roommate who all work at

a university, decide to plant bombs in a building for

various reasons; but their perfect plan goes awry

when one does not detonate.

85
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10 Beowulf Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

The legend of the 6th century Scandinavian who rids

the village of Herot of the giant monster Grendel,

only to find that he must face his larger mother who

comes to seek revenge.

100

11 Birds To The Sun Eric Nemoto Romance

Business partners of a seminar company using

skydiving as a metaphor for success, have an affair

that ruins their business and leaves them pining

bitterly in unrequited love for years.

156

12 Blow Your House Down Eric Nemoto Drama

When a structural engineer sits in a mall and feels

the floor reverberate, his research reveals that the

building is ready to collapse and the company that

designed it is his new employer.

120

13 Bradyn's Stars
Eric Nemoto. Con: Brian 

Fowler
Drama

When a young man becomes an international

model, his life seems set until he has an affair with

his agent which his girlfriend discovers just as she

informs him that she is pregnant.

116

14 Building Permit Eric Nemoto Comedy

The story of the Hawaii community theater, TAG -

The Actors' Group, long operating unofficially under

the radar, attempting to pass Honolulu's building

code and gain formal city approval.

120

15 Calvin's Window

Eric Nemoto. Con: 

Marie Kaneshiro. Bus: 

Marie Kaneshiro

Biopic

The story of Marie Kaneshiro and her fight for

benefits from the employer of her husband Calvin,

who died of cancer from working in the Pacific

during the atomic bomb testing years. 

118

16 Canyon Neighborhood Board Eric Nemoto Comedy

The Canyon Neighborhood Board meeting run by

retirees turns chaotic when four young people

speak out against the proposal to put up a stop light

they feel will only make traffic worse.

122

17 Captain Of The Cornelia Marie Eric Nemoto Thriller

An Alaskan crab boat rescues a man from the Bering

Sea who the captain and his crew come to realize is

the ghost of the captain of a ship that was lost forty

years before. 

77

18 Chasing The Dragon
Ed Rothkowitz, Eric 

Nemoto
Drama

A boy’s probation sentence for tagging gives him

time to make a film about the crystal meth problem

in Hawaii, but his work draws the ire of the drug

gang that his documentary reveals.

109

19 Chilopoda
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Horror

Four couples vacation in isolated Hana, Maui, and

are disappointed to find their hotel is closed for

fumigation, and then are terrified to discover the

town is infested by centipedes.

109

20 City Of Ruins Eric Nemoto Drama

A look into the lives of a number of people in New

York torn by the events of 9-11, where two years

after its aftermath they must each struggle to find

their own personal redemption.

114

21 Class Of 34 Eric Nemoto Drama

Attending what will most likely be their final high

school class reunion, John and Mary will finally

confess their love for each other though they have

met only seven times in 70 years.

69

22 Closing Costs Eric Nemoto Drama

A woman discovers that the organs of patients who

die in a hospital are being harvested by a mortuary

before the bodies are cremated for the hospital

president to sell on the black market.

120



23 Covid Release Eric Nemoto Drama

Through a Zoom meeting, a woman psychologist

evaluates, for possible parole, five convicted felons

who have been transferred to a halfway house due

to a Covid-19 increase at the prison. 

94

24 Crossover Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A high school basketball coach mired in a losing

streak who must now win or be fired, finds that his

new assistant coach is the ghost of Ernest Blood, a

legend from the early 1900's.

130

25 Damned Oasis
Eric Nemoto, Patrick 

Guanzon

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A family’s vacation in Hawaii turns surreal when

they wake up to find that their idyllic paradise has

been transformed into a veritable Hades complete

with the walking dead.

110

26
Dancing Between                  

Heaven & Hell
Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Dancers Reina and Jacqueline discover they are Soul

Saviours, fighters of demons chosen by God, and are

actually mother and daughter separated in time by

surreal events in the past.

113

27 Daughters Of Vlad Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Three women who share an apartment discover

they each have mysterious powers and trace their

heritage to the executioner of one of history’s most

evil figures, Vlad the Impaler.

119

28 Dr. Kim
Jon Brekke, Eric 

Nemoto
Horror

A beautiful woman’s idyllic rendezvous on an

offshore island with her dermatologist turns into a

nightmarish life and death struggle when he is

revealed to have a deep hatred of women.

64

29 Dragon Tomb Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A Harvard archaeologist who believes he is on a dig

to find the burial site of Genghis Khan, is told the

real mission is to analyze what appears to be the

remains of a 90-foot dragon.

79

30 Dream Challenger Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Graduate student Tony realizes that the medical

staff helping his best friend Bernard recuperate in a

hospital are demons and that he has been selected

by God to do battle with them.

112

31 Dream Saviour Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Ex-drug addict Tony is visited by angels who tell him

that he must do battle against demons in order to

save his best friend who is being tormented by them

in his sleep.

97

32 Dust Devils
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A farm in a post-apocalyptic world is beset upon by

hideous creatures who appear running as dust

clouds on the horizon and whose bites infect the

living into becoming one of them.

48

33
Elvis Is Alive And Well,               

And Living In Louisiana
Eric Nemoto Comedy

A burnt out San Francisco reporter takes a vacation

by driving to New Orleans, but stops in a town in

Louisiana that not only believes Elvis is alive, but

that he lives in their community.

118

34 Escapade In Disneyland Eric Nemoto Drama

A maligned executive who treats his staff to a

vacation weekend at Disneyland decides to lose

himself literally in the theme park, prompting his

regretful team to try and find him.

118

35 Feral Pigs Eric Nemoto Horror

The president of a college leads a freshman outing

into the mountains of Hawaii that turns into a life

and death struggle when the party meets up with

huge man-eating wild pigs.

79



36 Filho De Bimba
Pierre-Richard Olivier, 

Eric Nemoto

Action & 

Adventure

Different factions of Filho De Bimba, a Capoeira

school in San Francisco, must come together when

the ex-wife of the school’s master is accosted and

threatened by a motorcycle gang.

126

37 Finding Li Eric Nemoto Comedy

Four men from Beijing, China, travel to Hawaii to

fulfill the dying wish of a man by finding the woman

he loved 75 years before, and in so doing embark on

a series of island adventures.

120

38 Find Me Eric Nemoto Drama

A man experiences the same three dreams

continuously. When he discovers they all involve

members from his work place and him dying, he

searches for what this means to him.

113

39 Flying Tiger

Eric Nemoto. Con: 

Melvin Choy. Bus: C-

ABC

War Film

Based on the book, "Hero of the Himalayas," the

story of Eddie Long, a young man from Hong Kong,

who after the Japanese invasion in WWII, becomes

a pilot with the famed "Flying Tigers."

130

40 Footsteps In The Floors Eric Nemoto Horror

After years, realtor Curtis Birngard goes to the

second floor to inquire of the children running

around and finds that he is the only one who can

hear them and that they are ghosts.

74

41 For Diana

Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts. 

Con: Mark Ganialongo. 

Bus: Mercy Garigin

Drama

The true story of filmmaker Jeff Katts and his

friendship with, and support of, aspiring actress,

Diana Garigin, whose life was tragically cut short by

leukemia at age 19. 

81

42 Formicidae Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

In a post-apocalyptic landscape, survivors of the

atomic blast that changed all life must now confront

the source of the destruction, aliens who bring with

them army ants a billion strong.

84

43 Found In Hawaii Eric Nemoto Comedy

Four men from Beijing, China, travel to Hawaii, and

with the help of their interpreter and tour guide

hope to fulfill the dying wish of a man to find his

long lost love he met 75 years before.

107

44 Frenchy Of The West Eric Nemoto Western

When an immigrant French chef finds the restaurant 

he was to work at is now a cathouse, he becomes

the savior cook for the cowboys on a cattle drive

who have only known bad food.

124

45 From Penicillin To Po'okelas Eric Nemoto Documentary

The engaging history of The Actors’ Group (TAG),

performed as a play, tracing its evolution from a

mere creative curiosity to becoming one of Hawaii’s

most innovative community theatres.

59

46 Ghost Pachyderm Eric Nemoto Thriller

Ten years after a circus elephant is killed after going

on a rampage, the residents of a town in North

Carolina come to the surreal realization that its

invisible spirit haunts its community.

84

47 Gunner On Gunner Eric Nemoto Sports

A successful Nevada high school basketball coach

faces his greatest challenge when his estranged son

plays for another school and leads his team against

him in the state finals.

116

48 Half Filled Jars Of Fate Eric Nemoto Comedy

A man who accidentally caused the death of a

woman as a little boy falls in love with her daughter,

and so must find a way to tell her that he's the

reason her mother passed away.

114



49 Hear The Silent Cries

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke. Con: Todd 

Fineman

Action & 

Adventure

A doctor helps a zoo's wildlife biologist track down

where a monkey has been transferred to, and in so

doing they discover how animals are sacrificed for

the sake of medical knowledge.

136

50 Heaven In The Hood
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Drama

Santana, an ex-hood turned reverend, returns to his

church and ministers to his congregation of hookers,

junkies, and street urchins by donning gold chains

and preaching in rap.

140

51 I Am Sugar Ray Eric Nemoto Drama

Ray Winston dreams of following in the footsteps of

his heroes, Sugar Ray Robinson and Sugar Ray

Leonard, but doesn’t have boxing championship

genes in him and doesn’t' win.

120

52 Identifying Robert Eric Nemoto Comedy

A bride to be grieves in the halls of a morgue where

she tells in flashback how she met the man she will

never marry but who ultimately she will discover

never really died.

94

53 Into The Fire Eric Nemoto Drama

A New York fireman with a 9-11 past moves to

Oregon to start life anew, where he finds love,

friendship, and a new sense of purpose that is then

threatened by a wild fire.

117

54 Island Of The Sadistic Hunters Eric Nemoto
Action & 

Adventure

Beautiful women are lured to a vacation atoll where

they are imprisoned and forced to be the game for a

sadistic madman whose clients pay to hunt them

down for rape and torture.

105

55 It Could Happen Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Bob buys the house he grew up in and moves his

family back to the old neighborhood where he feels

like a kid again, which is exactly what happens when

he wakes up as a nine-year-old.

70

56 It's A Dog's Death Eric Nemoto Drama

Sam, a female part Chihuahua part Pomeranian is

nearing the end of her life and the family that has

been her masters for over 14 years, must make the

difficult decision to put her down. 

90

57 Jackie Claxton Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Jackie Claxton is trapped in two worlds where in one

she is in therapy as she grieves for losing her father

as a little girl, and in the other she is Jackie the

Inciter, fighter of demons.

113

58
Jackie Claxton - The Body 

Swapper
Jeff Katts, Eric Nemoto

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Renegade Angel, Scylencia, gives the good Inciter,

Jackie Claxton, the power to swap bodies with the

bad Inducer, Cadence Sorenson, to expose the evil

plans of Hylessia the Demon.

100

59 Jog Eric Nemoto
Action & 

Adventure

While on his nightly run, a man encounters the

burglars who have plagued the community for

weeks and chooses to confront them, which then

leads to a chase and battle in suburbia.

78

60 Juniper Lane (P) Eric Nemoto Comedy

The production script of the produced movie about

a neighborhood board meeting that turns chaotic

when four people show up to speak out against a

proposal to put up a stop light.

128

61 Knocking On Heaven's Door
Pierre-Richard Olivier, 

Eric Nemoto
Crime

After blacks are killed by a white cop on a Monday

and his children killed a week later, suspicions point

to “The Seven Days,” vigilantes who retaliate on the

same day of the week.

139



62 Krissy's Graduation Summer Eric Nemoto Family

All that separates recent Hawaii high school

graduate Kristen Holck from college on the U.S.

mainland, are three months of a Hawaiian summer

that she secretly hopes will never end.  

102

63 Leopard's Leap

Eaton Magoon Jr., 

Steven Judd, Eric 

Nemoto, Brad Powell

Musicals

The fall of Rhodesia is the backdrop for this story

about a young man who after witnessing the

massacre of his family travels to London, New York

and returns to what is now Zimbabwe.

117

64 Lesser Slave

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke. Con: Morgana 

Morgan, Dennis Knicely

Action & 

Adventure

A man and woman discover the truth behind the

company that is promising an economic boom for

developing Slave Lake, Alberta, Canada, and must

alert the townfolk before it is too late.

116

65 Lisa Patterson
Eric Nemoto, Jerry 

Wayne
Drama

The life of an adopted Japanese-American girl with

an indomitable spirit and a tremendous love of

country during the fear and prejudice of Los Angeles

during World War II.

155

66 Lissa At 5 A.M.
Jon Brekke, Eric 

Nemoto
Drama

A young reluctant stripper embarks on a torrid affair

with a middle-aged married man, and they meet

during a window of time after she finishes work and

before he begins his.

127

67 Malandro
Pierre-Richard Olivier, 

Eric Nemoto

Action & 

Adventure

Malandro must deal with Mafi, the Samoan drug

lord, also the Chinese Mafia, the Yakuza, the Feds,

and everybody else who has him on their list of

SOBs in the underworld of Hawaii.

114

68 Maryland, M.D.
Eric Nemoto. Con: 

Kristen Nemoto
Drama

Based on a story she heard, a young girl seeks to

make a wish at the pyramids that her divorced

parents reunite, but to do so she needs to catch

Egypt Air Flight 990 which will crash.

116

69 Menehune
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

The team working at the Keck Observatory come to

the surreal realization that they are in a life and

death battle with menehune, leprechaun-like

warriors of Hawaiian myth and folklore.

110

70 Merry Christmas, Roberta
Michael Wurth, Eric 

Nemoto, Jon Brekke
Family

The owners of a store in Honolulu find their young

daughter has befriended a homeless woman and

invite her for a Thanksgiving dinner where humanity

will be served.

79

71 Messages From The Other Side Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A Denver man is left in a coma for 14 years after a

car accident, but when he awakes he is committed

to deliver messages to the living from those he met

on the other side.

116

72 Mythology 333
Eric Nemoto. Con: Lani 

Pelayan

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Three university students participating in a study

group of a mythology course, find that a debate that

ensues amongst their alter egos, goddesses from

the past, affects their world.

83

73 Nassau With Beezelbub Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Beezelbub, the devil, bored with his existence,

arranges a golf match with legends Arnold Palmer,

Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson, and Fred Couples and

they play for their souls.

95

74 Natural Reaction (P) Eric Nemoto Thriller

Enraged over the release of a serial killer who

murdered and raped her sister, a woman baits the

man to follow her on a hiking trail at night where

she will exact her revenge.

90



75 Not Always The Flyer
Eric Nemoto. Con: 

Kristen Nemoto
Sports

The disastrous stunt routine of cheerleaders at a

high school who are given no respect by the

community, coaxes an old cheerleader to return as

their coach and the sparks start to ignite.

123

76 O'Malley's Construction Eric Nemoto Drama

The O'Malleys, father Jack and his 14 sons, experts

in various fields of home building, decide to form

their own construction company though they've

never worked together before. 

110

77 Other Words Of R Eric Nemoto Crime

The testimony of three sisters sending a state

senator to jail for six months appears just, but when

he kills an inmate in self defense he endures 20

years and now seeks his revenge.

120

78 Out Of Earth Plates Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

In Barstow, California, a local environmentalist finds

the many abandoned cars that are left on the edge

of the Mohave are not because of the locals, but are

actually from out of this world.

91

79 Parts
Eric Nemoto. Bus: Parts 

LLC
Drama

The stage version of a story emphasizing that death

is not apart from life but rather an integral part of it,

has various people sharing how they have coped

with the reality of death.

100

80 Parts Of Life
Eric Nemoto. Bus: Parts 

LLC
Drama

12 storylines centering around the theme of death

not being apart from life but rather an integral part

of it interweave as people cope with the reality and

meaning of death.

120

81 Parts Of The Same Circle (P)
Eric Nemoto. Bus: Parts 

LLC
Drama

11 storylines centering around the theme of death

not being apart from life but rather an integral part

of it interweave as people cope with the reality and

meaning of death.

119

82 Phaseland Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A man wakes from a nap to find he is in a realm of

animation caused by his repulsive neighbor, a

maniacal astrophysicist who has discovered how to

manipulate time and parallel worlds.

90

83 Photos Of A Nun Eric Nemoto Drama

A nun’s plan to reveal pedophile priests threatens

the New York Diocese, prompting an evil church

hierarchy to kidnap her and depict her in

compromising photos that can ruin her.

145

84 Pierre On Every Sunday
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Drama

The girl who is the legacy daughter of a millionaire

and the boy with a gift for art who works as a

locksmith to help his mom make ends meet have

nothing in common except love. 

106

85 Possessed In Satin Eric Nemoto Horror

A prostitute who feels she hit the mother load of

Johns when a rich, recent widower asks her to be his

live-in companion, realizes that the mansion she is

put up in is actually her prison.

107

86 Pretty Freaky Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Three women – Jacqueline the gypsy, Ilicia the

witch, and Ava the vampire – try to lead very

“normal” lifestyles in New York, but can’t because of

who and what they are.

119

87
Prof And The Passaic Wonder 

Teams
Eric Nemoto, Chic Hess Sports

In the early 1900s, when the game was in its

infancy, there was “Professor” Ernest Blood, a true

pioneer of basketball, who succeeded on the court

despite having no support off of it. 

149



88 Prof Blood Eric Nemoto Sports

The incredible true story of Professor Ernest Blood,

one of the true pioneers of basketball, who coached

his Passaic, NJ, High School team to 159 consecutive

games back in the 1920s.

130

89
Prof Blood And                              

The Wonder Teams
Eric Nemoto, Chic Hess Sports

The incredible true story of Professor Ernest Blood,

a basketball coaching legend whose New Jersey high

school “Wonder Teams” once won 159 consecutive

games back in the 1920s.

139

90 Purple Shadows
Eric Nemoto, William J. 

Schaedel
Drama

A Seattle man's depression is traced to his abusive

father in New York, and on his therapist's advice he

confronts him about their past but finds his

problems are more deep.

77

91
Quiet Go The                  

Thundering Herd
Eric Nemoto Drama

The unusual sentence handed to a man guilty of a

crime is to volunteer with the “Make A Wish”

foundation and accompany a dying young man to

travel cross country and see wild mustangs.

121

92 Ramon Runyen Eric Nemoto Comedy

An IT director who suffers injuries at work is sent

home for some R&R, but things turn maniacal as he

files his workman's comp claim over the phone and

his car is stolen.

120

93 Random Eric Nemoto Crime

A private investigator investigating the murders of

all the actors in a movie trailer is considered a

suspect by the FBI, but as he was in the film too, he

is actually the killer's likely next target.

120

94 Realm Of Choices
Eric Nemoto, Mark 

Ganialongo, Jeff Katts

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Earthlings are confronted with moral dilemmas that

are posed by demons and angels battling for human

souls and their choices will determine their place in

either heaven or hell.

73

95 Reunions Eric Nemoto Romance

John and Mary have always been in love but only

meet every ten years at high school reunions, and

now for their 70th and likely their last, they are the

only ones left in their class.

86

96 Revealing The Rapist Eric Nemoto Drama

Five men completing prison terms for assault, rape,

solicitation, and kidnapping, endure a counseling

session by a woman psychologist who forces them

to confront their abusive ways.

89

97 Roberta
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke, Ed Rothkowitz
Family

A young couple, the struggling owners of a small

store in East Los Angeles, find that their nine-year-

old daughter is stealing grocery items and giving

them to a homeless woman.

65

98 Roberta's Gift
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Family

The owners of a store in East Los Angeles and their

daughter befriend a homeless woman and have her

over for Thanksgiving, then later give her a gift she

never expected in her lifetime.

58

99 Searching For Sara Eric Nemoto Drama

An MBA graduate inexplicably turns his back on the

corporate world to help in what will become a 20-

year obsessive search for a missing girl, believed to

be kidnapped and murdered.

130

100 Senna Eric Nemoto Crime

Detective Adrian Toma's migraines get worse as he

tracks a vigilante serial killer known as Senna, and

finds that it could be someone on the inside, and

worse, that it might be him. 

121



101 Setagaya Expats
Eric Nemoto, Renee 

Brown
Drama

The trials and tribulations of a young business

manager, Michael Brown, and his feisty wife, Renee,

U.S. ex-patriates living abroad in the “land of the

rising sun,” Japan.

113

102 Shades
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Thriller

Tabitha's hunch that the neighbor is a serial killer is

supported by sounds she hears, the fact that he

always wears sunglasses, and his constant burying

of things in his yard. 

67

103 Shikata Ga Nai Eric Nemoto Drama

A retired Honolulu man, a WWII veteran and

member of the famed 442nd RCT, has visions of a

young German soldier which recalls an incident

from the war that haunts him still.

120

104 So Close Shig (P)

Eric Nemoto. Con: 

Denny Hironaga, Dann 

Seki. Bus: Dann Seki, 

Earl-Louis

Thriller

A widower's grief masks his anxiety of wanting to kill

the last of the 20 men who had slept with his wife,

culminating an odyssey that began with his first

murder - his wife - 20 years before. 

90

105 Soul Saviour Jeff Katts, Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

God chooses Rebecca Lynn Jenkins as his

“challenger” to put a stop to the demons who have

found an easy way to obtain earthly souls, playing

deceiving mind games with humans.

118

106 Ten Million Reawakennings
Richard Goodman, Eric 

Nemoto, Brad Powell
Horror

A samurai in medieval Japan makes a promise to his

dying wife he will never remarry, but when he

breaks that vow, her spirit returns to haunt his

young new bride.

70

107 The Book Of Questions Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A group of friends find a book in an antique shop

that pose moral questions to the reader and they

find the answers they provide dictates what

happens to them in real life.

92

108 The Committee Eric Nemoto Drama

Thugs storm a psychiatrist's office to force a

televangelist to take pictures with a prostitute and

blackmail him for a ransom, but they break in

before he gets there and await his arrival.

108

109

The Committee Responsible For 

Exposing The Reverend Terry 

Jamestown

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Drama

Thugs storm a psychiatrist's office to force a

televangelist to take pictures with a prostitute and

blackmail him for a ransom, but they break in

before he gets there and must pass the time.

115

110 The Curse Of Witness Protection Eric Nemoto Drama

A private investigator discovers that all the other

actors of a movie trailer he was in 20 years ago have

met with mysterious deaths in the last three months

and he might be next.

120

111 The Death Of Birth
Eric Nemoto, Larry 

Bartley
Drama

Based on the life of Mary McDougal Axelson, whose

experiences in giving birth inspired her to write a

play that was made into the movie, "Life Begins,"

which was a hit in 1932.

107

112 The Demonic Revenge
Eric Nemoto, Mark 

Ganialongo, Jeff Katts

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A man and a woman who help in the exorcism of a

she-demon become the target of revenge by

demons who are then challenged by angels in a

contest to help save their souls.

104

113 The Errand Executive Eric Nemoto Romance

When Clark helps CEO Doris by chauffeuring her to

an important dinner, she starts lavishing him with

attention and favors, something he abhors until

they begin to fall for each other.

153



114 The Fatal Journey
Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts, 

Mark Ganialongo

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A woman trying to keep her boyfriend from falling

back into drugs discovers they are the subject of a

contest between Archangel Gabriel and Satan’s

Messenger, Selan.

84

115 The Five Filipino Brothers

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke. Con: Keo 

Woolford

Drama

The lives and loves of the Garaldes - patriach

Bernardo and his sons, Christopher, Daryl, Rey,

Terry, and Derek - a Filipino family coping with life

as they know it in Daly City, California.

106

116 The Flowering Land
Eric Nemoto. Con: Greg 

Ventura
Drama

When the owner of a plant nursery in Hawaii suffers

a stroke, his estranged son, an attorney from Seattle

who doesn't know a bonsai from an orchid, returns

home to run the family business.

121

117 The Good Man From Wuhan

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke. Con: Jari 

Vepsalainen

Drama

Honolulu widower Henry Chan doesn't want his

youngest daughter to make the mistake of her

sisters and marry for love, so he arranges a match

with a man from his hometown in China.

120

118 The Greatest There Ever Was Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, and the rest of the

legendary 1927 Yankees make a pact with heaven to

return to earth for awhile to play ball in the form of

the expansion Nashville Singers.

206

119 The Heart Of A Trophy
Larry Cortez, Eric 

Nemoto
Drama

Tiffany stops her birth control pills to force Mario to

marry her when she gets pregnant. But when she

falls for Willie she finds she loves both and doesn't

know who the father is.

130

120 The Hidden Battle (P) Jeff Katts, Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Demons Felucia and Trammal, always thwarted by

angels, Akriel and Baglis, offer a challenge to their

arch-rivals to compete for the souls of mortals

through a series of contests.

102

121 The Journey Of Lisa Patterson
Eric Nemoto, Jerry 

Wayne
Drama

A bucket list of places found mysteriously in the

room of a man in a vegetative state, compel his

granddaughter to visit these sites and discover a

woman who was sent to Manzanar in WWII.

130

122 The Landline Detective Eric Nemoto Drama

A man organizing his family photos discovers a

photo of his old car on a certain day, confirms his

brother-in-law was not where he said he was on the

night his wife was murdered. 

100

123 The Last Blind Date Eric Nemoto Romance

A grieving widower who has had enough of

disastrous blind dates set up by his friend, agrees to

one for a final time, and finds this date is really

blind, but also his perfect match. 

114

124 The Maestro's Woman
Jan McGrath, Eric 

Nemoto
Biopic

The life of Giacomo Puccini is told, including the

suicide of Doria Manfredi, the maid who killed

herself after falsely being accused of sleeping with

him by his wife, Elvira.

108

125 The Nothing Man Eric Nemoto Drama

A hero 9-11 firefighter can never seem to get past

the day and his therapist finally gets him to reveal

that the preschooler he carried out of the collapsing

building was already dead.

117

126
The Sushi Guy Has                           

An Attitude Problem

Eric Nemoto, Kristen 

Nemoto
Comedy

Christy, a Chapman University student, finds a part-

time job working as a waitress where she

encounters a sushi chef from hell who makes her life 

miserable until she starts to fight back.

75



127 The SVR
Eric Nemoto, Jerry 

Wayne
Drama

Russia, through the covert SVR, is influencing

President Richard Crump through subliminal

messaging that threatens America and it's up to

three women in the administration to stop them.

130

128 The SVR Connection
Eric Nemoto, Jerry 

Wayne
Drama

Russia, through the covert SVR, gets billionaire

Richard Crump elected president and influence his

policies through subliminal messaging that threaten

to destroy America and the world.

120

129 The World Of Jackie Claxton Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Jackie Claxton is trapped in two worlds where in one

she is in therapy as she grieves for losing her father

as a little girl, and in the other she is Jackie the

Inciter, fighter of demons.

120

130 The Yard Boss
Thomas Smith, Eric 

Nemoto
Comedy

When a landscaper returns from a dream date he

won from a radio station to find his fellow workers

have inadvertently knocked out the idiot boss, they

must find a way out of the mess.

138

131 Tic-Tac-Woe Eric Nemoto Comedy

No one has ever documented the world of tic-tac-

toe, so filmmaker Illysia Urbana-Damas, aka “IUD,”

will do just that, with a documentary that goes off

the rails from the very start.

70

132 Tiramisu
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Comedy

A man and a woman, opposing attorneys in a sexual

harassment lawsuit, meet on a beach to settle the

case and engage in banter about the incompatibility

of the male and female species.

76

133 Tiramisu On The Beach
Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Comedy

A man and a woman, opposing attorneys in a sexual

harassment lawsuit, meet on a beach to settle the

case and engage in banter about the incompatibility

of the male and female species.

94

134 Torts & Tiramisu Eric Nemoto Comedy

A man and a woman, opposing attorneys in a sexual

harassment lawsuit, meet on a beach to settle the

case and engage in banter about the incompatibility

of the male and female species.

89

135 Traffic Light Eric Nemoto Comedy

A neighborhood board meeting run by retirees turns

into chaos when four young people show up to

speak out against the proposal to put up a stop light

they feel will only make traffic worse.

122

136 Trees Eric Nemoto Drama

A woman climbs atop a platform high in the trees to

protest the cutting of Douglas Firs in Oregon, where

during a radio program she commits to jumping if

her demands are not met.

116

137 Ultio Venia
Eric Nemoto, Jeff Katts, 

Mark Ganialongo

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

A couple inadvertently assists in the exorcism of a

young woman who is possessed and draws the

wrath of the dark side, which brings demons to

arrange a game with angels for their souls.

98

138 Vanish Eric Nemoto Thriller

A woman and her co-workers who are visited by the

spirit of her dead landlord on his property,

determine that the reason for his appearances, is to

assist them in discovering who killed him.

90

139
Voices From The                      

Garden Of Pearls

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke

Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

When nine-year-old Koa is saved by dolphins from

drowning he finds that he can understand them,

and is told he must save Keli’ike, a dolphin prince

kept in captivity at a theme park.

122



140 Wilhemina's Time Eric Nemoto Comedy

Low-level diplomat Wilhemina Nilly's dream of

staging the greatest food festival in the world goes

awry when she leads a committee comprised of the

misfits from other U.N. offices.

120

141 Willy Nilly Eric Nemoto Comedy

William Nilly, aka "Willy Nilly," a bumbling

bureaucrat with the U.S. Ambassador's Office at the

UN, is assigned to coordinate the world's biggest

pot luck, the "World Buffet."

117

142 Witnessing In Wall
Jon Brekke, Eric 

Nemoto

Action & 

Adventure

Six LA cops hide a star witness by relocating to Wall,

South Dakota, where they drive each other crazy,

but this will pale when they return to the city where

they face the mob who lay in wait.

116

143 World Buffet Eric Nemoto Comedy

A mid-level bureaucrat at the United Nations is put

in charge of the world’s biggest food fest where

every nation brings its favorite food but begins to

sabotage it with his bumbling antics.

105

144
Wren & Tara Talk Sex On The 

Beach

Eric Nemoto, Jon 

Brekke
Comedy

A man and a woman, opposing attorneys in a sexual

harassment lawsuit, meet on a beach to settle the

case and engage in banter about the incompatibility

of the male and female species.

91

145 Xechar 12 In The RESO Eric Nemoto
Science Fiction 

& Fantasy

Montreal police investigating killings in the RESO,

the world’s largest underground indoor city, come

to the surreal realization the killer is an escaped

monster from another world.

94

146 Young Soo, Castaway Chef Eric Nemoto
Action & 

Adventure

When a cruise on a luxurious yacht turns disastrous

as a storm maroons the ship on a deserted island,

the castaways realize the deaf Korean cook is the

invaluable key to survival.

104

Email: cocomo696@aol.com

Phone: 808-778-1373


